
No./5: 5 5 new cards, 25 reprints.
Just gonna list the new cards here.

DC3/WE36-P01 (PR) 3/2 Ricca (Newspaper/Student Countcil)

CONT - MEMORY If you have 2 or more Memory, This gets +1000 power 
and the following ability, "CONT - During this card's battle, your opponent 
cannot play Events from hand."

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX Combo} [(1) Discard 1 card] When this attacks, if you have 
“With You” in your Climax Area, and you have 2 or more other 
<Newspaper> characters, you may pay cost. If you do, deal 2 damage to 
your opponent, and this turn, this gets +3000 power.

With You: Red Stock Soul (DC3/W46-098) or Choice CX (DC3/W81-046). 
Also combos with 1/0 Ricca (DC3/W46-091) and 3/2 Ricca (DC3/W81-043).

Foil version

DC3/WE36-P02 (PR) 3/2 Charles (Newspaper/Student Council)

CONT - ASSIST +2000 to <Newspaper> and <Student Council>

AUTO - (1) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you 
do, your opponent sends all of their Stock to Waiting Room, then puts an 
equal number of cards from the top of their deck into Stock. Foil version

DC3/WE36-P03 (PR) 0/0 Himeno (Newspaper)

AUTO - When this is Reversed, reveal the top card of your deck. If that card 
is a <Newspaper> character, you may send this to Memory.

AUTO - Shift Lv0
Foil version



DC3/WE36-P04 (PR) 0/0 Sara (Newspaper/Sports)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT, 
choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +500 power.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, 
then send them to Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, choose up 
to 1 <Newspaper> or <Sports> character from your Waiting Room, and add it 
to hand.

Foil version

DC3/WE36-P05 (PR) 1/0 Aoi (Newspaper/Waitress)

CONT - For each of your other Backrow <Newspaper> or <Waitress> 
characters, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have "To "Onii-chan"" in 
the Climax Area, and you have another <Newspaper> or <Waitress> 
character, mill 2, then choose up to 1 Level X or lower <Newspaper> or 
<Waitress> character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand. X equals 
the sum of Levels of cards milled by this effect.

To "Onii-chan": Book CX (DC3/W23-099). Also combos with 3/2 Aoi 
(DC3/W23-077).

Foil version

DC/WC01-118
January Shop PR

(PR) 1/0 Otome (Magic)

CONT - MEMORY During your turn, if you have a card in Memory, this gets 
+1500 power.

AUTO - (1) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you 
do, choose 1 Cost 0 or lower <Magic> or <Student Council> character from 
your Waiting Room, place it on stage in any slot, and at the end of the turn, 
send that character to Memory.


